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Summary 
Th e governance at the national level has commonly been measured as poor or 

good governance by researchers in the area of public sector reforms. Th ey have rare-
ly attempted the numeric estimation of the concept but used diff erent socioeconomic 
indicators as proxies. Governance is a multidimensional concept that cannot be 
accurately elaborated by a single indicator. In the literature there exists a gap for 
gauging the governance in the form of an index. Th e current study has attempted 
to ameliorate diff erent dimensions of governance by including forty two social, po-
litical, economic, demographic and environmental indicators. Th ese indicators are 
fi rstly merged into thirteen sub-dimensions and then into fi ve dimensions. Th e di-
mensions have been transformed in to governance index. Th e trend of the index 
shows that governance has not only progressed very slowly but it remained desper-
ate in the study period. Th e contribution of this study is to provide governance index 
named KU index for Pakistan in annual time series for the years 1980-81 to 2010-
2011. Th e index explained the level of governance in diff erent eras and is ultimately 
connected with public sector reforms. It can be used by researchers as an explana-
tory factor for various political, socioeconomic and regional strategic phenomenon. 
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Furthermore, the criterion of estimation of governance may be adopted for other 
economies and comparative analysis may be done.

Keywords: Safety and security, Social development, Economic governance, Rule 
of law.

Рeзимe
Упрaвљaњe нa нaциoнaлнoм нивoу je oбичнo oцjeњивaнo oд стрaнe ис-

трaживaчa у oблaсти рeфoрми jaвнoг сeктoрa кao дoбрo или лoшe. Oни су 
риjeткo пoкушaвaли нумeричку прoцjeну кoнцeптa, вeћ су кoристили рaзли-
читe сoциo-eкoнoмскe пoкaзaтeљe кao приближнe вриjeднoсти. Упрaвљaњe 
je мултидимeнзиoнaлни кoнцeпт кojи сe нe мoжe прeцизнo oбjaснити сaмo 
jeдним индикaтoрoм. У литeрaтури пoстojи jaз у мjeрeњу упрaвљaњa у 
oблику индeксa. Tрeнутнa студиja je пoкушaлa ублaжити рaзличитe димeн-
зиje упрaвљaњa укључуjући чeтрдeсeт двa друштвeнa, пoлитичкa, eкoнoм-
скa, дeмoгрaфскa и eкoлoшкa пoкaзaтeљa. Oви пoкaзaтeљи су првo спojeни 
у тринaeст пoддимeнзиja и oндa у пeт димeнзиja. Димeнзиje су прeтвoрeнe 
у индeкс упрaвљaњa. Tрeнд индeксa пoкaзуje дa je упрaвљaњe нe сaмo 
нaпрeдoвaлo врлo спoрo, вeћ je билo лoшe у пoсмaтрaнoм пeриoду. Дoпринoс 
oвe студиje je oмoгућити индeкс упрaвљaњa пoд нaзивoм KU индeкс Пaки-
стaнa зa гoдишњe пeриoдe: 1980-1981. и 2010-2011. Индeкс je oбjaсниo нивoe 
упрaвљaњa у рaзличитим пeриoдимa, тe je пoвeзaн с рeфoрмaмa jaвнoг сeк-
тoрa. Moжe сe кoристити oд стрaнe истрaживaчa кao oбjaшњaвajући фaк-
тoр зa рaзнe пoлитичкe, друштвeнo-eкoнoмскe и рeгиoнaлнe стрaтeшкe 
фeнoмeнe. Нaдaљe, критeриjум прoцjeнe упрaвљaњa мoжe бити усвojeн зa 
другe eкoнoмиje и мoгу сe урaдити кoмпaрaтивнe aнaлизe.

Кључнe риjeчи: сигурнoст и зaштитa, сoциjaлни рaзвoj, eкoнoмскo 
упрaвљaњe, влaдaвинa прaвa.

Introduction
Th e concept of governance is enjoying high status aft er 1980s. It is an emerg-

ing issue in national and international public policies. Th e targets and achieve-
ments of Millennium Development Goals (MDG’s) are concerned with national 
governance. Th ese goals serve as the internationally shared agenda for develop-
ment at global, regional, and national levels. Th is agenda encompasses inter-
linked issues that cover all aspects of social and economic indicators ranging 
from absolute poverty, gender equality, social incorporation, health, population, 
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employment and education to human rights, environmental sustainability and 
sustainable development. Th e issues at the national level are directly linked with 
national governance.

Th ere are two schools of thought about measuring the governance. One argues 
that governance is a qualitative concept that cannot be measured. Other argues 
that governance is clearly measureable by suitable proxy indicators. World Bank 
and other international institutions argued that governance is an abstract concept 
that cannot be measured directly. By supplying the tools to monitor and measure 
governance, they have reshaped the framework of governance. Th is framework 
produces a better and deeper understanding of a nation’s strength and weakness. 
By using this framework the nations can improve the quality of governance at 
national and sectoral level. 

World Bank has also ranked countries with good governance to poor gover-
nance on the basis of KK index (Kaufmann, et al. 2005) that is based on cross-
sectional variables. Drawback of such type of indices is that they neglect social, 
cultural, political, geopolitical and economic constraints that developing nations 
face. Th ese constraints completely diff er for the nations.

In the literature a variety of proxies has been used to measure the governance 
in Pakistan. Th ey include voice and accountability, political stability, rule of law, 
regulatory quality, control of corruption and institutions (Staphen and Kafeer, 
1999; Haq and Zia, 2009). However, some of the studies have constructed the 
indices. For instance, Qureshi (1999) and Roy (2005) constructed the Human 
Governance Index for Pakistan and Governance Index in time series for Bangla-
desh respectively.

We attempt to construct a time series index named KU (Khan and Ullah) in-
dex by covering fi ve dimensions, thirteen sub-dimensions and forty two indica-
tors3. It is based on time series data of the dimensions of governance like political, 
economic, social, environmental and human development. Th e practical signifi -
cance of the KU index would be to see the quality of governance in Pakistan in 
time series. It may be used to estimate its impact on socioeconomic indicators of 
the economy. Th e major contribution of the study would be provision of a new 
index for researchers for further analysis in relevant areas.

Literature Review
Governance and its relation with socioeconomic indicators have been analyzed 

by a number of studies. We are concerned with the literature relating methodolo-
gies for construction of governance index. Stephen and Kafeer (1999) discussed 
3 We used the term dimension, sub-dimension and indicators instead of category, sub-category 
and sub-sub-category used by Rotberg and Gisselquist (2009). Th e terms of pillar and sub-pillar of 
governance have been used by Ibrahim (2013) for Africa.
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the theoretical justifi cation of development in the perspective of good gover-
nance. Th e study concluded that institutions are mobilizing the economic gov-
ernance and good governance is a crucial determinant of living standards. Hijazi 
(1999) identifi ed diff erent aspects of motivation for good governance in Pakistan. 
Th e study concluded that there is no use of motivational theories in the system 
as the work by public sector employees is administrative not managerial. Shafqat 
(1999) emphasized the crisis of governance in the perspective of bureaucracy of 
Pakistan. Qureshi (1999) also emphasized on governance in the perspective of 
bureaucracy. Institutional reforms were found basic mode by which bureaucracy 
can convert the governance into good governance (see also Shafqat, 1999). Roy 
(2005) estimated the impact of various governance dimensions in Bangladesh’s 
development process using time series data. Th e study used an index of gover-
nance. Haq and Zia (2009) analyzed the link between governance and pro-poor 
growth in Pakistan. Th ey divided the concept of governance into dimensions like 
political governance, economic governance and institutional governance. To see 
the eff ect of governance on income equality the voice and accountability, politi-
cal stability, regularity quality, rule of law and control of corruption were used as 
proxies of governance. Zhuang, et al. (2010) used institutional quality as a proxy 
of governance. Th e study concluded that institutional quality of Pakistan is lower 
than a number of developing economies. Akram, et al. (2011) concluded that 
one of the factors of the poverty in Pakistan is poor governance and inequity in 
income distribution. Th e study used the International Country Risk Guide as in-
dicator of quality of government. Islam (2012) represented the urban governance 
by municipality system. 

Th e literature lacks the comprehensive estimation of governance in Pakistan, 
including all the dimensions of the governance in time series.

Conceptual Framework and Methodology
Th e annual time series data for the years 1980-2010 taken from World Devel-

opment Indicators (World Bank), Pakistan Economic Survey by Government of 
Pakistan (GOP various issues), Statistical Year Book by Federal Bureau of Statis-
tics (FBS various issues), Annual Reports by State Bank of Pakistan (SBP vari-
ous issues) and Asian Development Bank (ADB various issues) has been used. 
Th e missed observations are fi lled by using interpolation through the compound 
average rate formula, also called as mean substitutions (see also, Jalil and Iqbal, 
2009; Rotberg and Gisselquist, 2009 for using the same technique). 

Th e objective of the study is to create an index covering a variety of socioeco-
nomic indictors. Th e conceptual framework for the contribution of the indicators 
in sub-dimensions and ultimately the dimensions has been shown in table-1.
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Table-1
Conceptual Framework of KU Index for Governance in Pakistan

KU 
Index Dimensions Sub-dimensions Indicators Hypothesized 

Effects

G

O

V

E

R

N

A

N

C

E

Safety and 
Security

National security

Armed forces +
Tourists arrivals +
Military expenditures +
Refugee population -

Public security
Battle deaths -
Crimes -

Rule of 
law and 
Institutional 
Quality

Ratification of legal norms

Newspaper and periodicals +
Trademark applications +
Foreign direct investment +

Judicial efficiency Supreme court petitions -

Social and 
Environmental 
Governance

Participation in general 
elections

Opposition boycotts -
Political stability +

Human rights

Labor unions +
Films released +
Women participation in National Assembly +

Environmental governance CO  emission -

Economic 
Governance

Wealth formation
GDP per capita, PPP +
GDP per capita growth +

Macroeconomic stability 
and financial integrity

Inflation -
Foreign reserves +
Budget deficit -
Trade balance +

Facilities for commerce 
and trade

Roads +
Electricity +
Mobile phones +
External debt -

Social 
Development

Poverty and inequality
Poverty -
Inequity -

Health and sanitation

Life expectancy +
Infant mortality -
Fertility -
Immunization of DPT +
Immunization of measles +
Medical physicians +
Sanitation +
Nurses +

Education

Primary education +
vocational education +
Gender disparity in tertiary enrollment -
Gender disparity in primary enrollment -
Public spending on education +
Pupil teacher ratio -
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Th e measurement of the indicators has been shown in table-2.
Table-2
Measurement of Indicators 

Dimensions Sub-dimensions Indicators Measurement

Safety and 
Security

National security

Armed forces Total armed forces personnel in a yeari

Tourist arrivals Tourist arrival in Pakistan in a year 
(thousands)ii

Military 
expenditures

Military expenditure as percentage of 
GDPi

Refugee 
population

Refugee population as percentage of 
total population of Pakistani

Public security
Battle deaths Battle-related deaths in a yeari

Crimes Total FIRs registered in a year in police 
stationsii

Rule of 
law and 
Institutional 
Quality

Ratification of 
legal norms

Newspaper and 
periodicals

Newspapers and periodicals circulation 
in a yearii

Trademark 
applications Total trademark applications in a yearii

Foreign direct 
investment

Net annual foreign direct investment in 
$USi

Judicial efficiency Supreme court 
petitions

Total petitions in supreme court in a 
yearii

Social and 
Environmental 
Governance

Participation in 
general elections

Opposition 
boycotts

Dummy variable:  if even a single party 
has boycotted the elections; otherwise 

Political stability Dummy variable:  if elected 
government; otherwise 

Human rights

Labor unions Number of labor unions registered in a 
yeariii

Films released Number of featured films released in a 
yearii

Women 
participation 
in National 
Assembly

Percentage of women seats (both 
elected and special) in National 
Assemblyii

Environmental 
governance CO  emission CO  emission in matric tons per-capitaii
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Dimensions Sub-dimensions Indicators Measurement

Economic 
Governance

Wealth formation

GDP per-capita, 
PPP GDP per-capita in current US$i

GDP per-capita 
growth GDP per-capita annual growth ratei

Macroeconomic 
stability and 
financial integrity

Inflation Consumer Price Indexi

Foreign reserves Total reserves in current US$ including 
goldi

Budget deficit Budget deficit in local currencyi,iv

Trade balance Trade balance in local currencyii

Facilities for 
commerce and 
trade

Roads The length of total paved roadsii

Electricity Electricity production per-capita in KwHi

Mobile phones Number of cellular phone subscriptions 
per ,  peoplei

External debt External debt stock in US$

Social 
Development

Poverty and 
inequality

Poverty Head count ratioiv

Inequity Gini Indexv

Health and 
sanitation

Life expectancy Average life expectancyi

Infant mortality Infant mortality rate per ,  live 
birthsi

Fertility Fertility rate
Immunization 
of DPT

Immunization (DPT) of children in 
percentagei

Immunization of 
measles

Immunization (Measles) of children in 
percentagei

Medical 
physicians Medical physicians per ,  peoplei,ii

Sanitation Percentage of population with access to 
improved sanitation facilitiesi

Nurses Number of nurses per ,  peopleii

Education

Primary 
education Gross primary school enrolment ratei,ii

Vocational 
education Secondary and vocational studentsi,ii

Gender disparity 
in tertiary 
enrollment

Ratio of male to female tertiary 
enrolment in percentagei,ii

Gender disparity 
in primary 
enrollment

Ratio of male to female primary 
enrolment in percentagei,ii

Public spending 
on education

Public spending on education as 
percentage of GDPi

Pupil-teacher 
ratio Pupil-teacher ratio at tertiary level

Source of data: i. World Development Indicators, ii. State Bank of Pakistan, iii. Federal Bureau of 
Statistics, iv. Planning Commission and MCHD/UNDP, v. Zaidi (2002) and Anwar and Qureshi 
(2002).
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Normalization of Data and Dimensional Indices 
Th e data has been normalized through the formula as:

SNV = (X t − Minimum Xit) / (Maximum Xit − Minimum Xit)

Where SNV is same scaled and normalized variable. Xt is raw value of each 
indicator what so ever its scale and measure. Minimum Xit is smallest value of 
raw data from each indicator and maximum Xit is largest value of raw data. Th e 
high values of SNV indicate good performance for some indicators (for instance 
GDP growth rate) but sometimes low values explain good performance (for in-
stance crime reported). Aft er normalizing each indicator, the simple average of 
indicators of sub-dimensions is taken. Th en the simple average of sub-dimen-
sions provides the value of dimensions (exception is the dimension of safety and 
security where weight for sub-dimension diff ers). Ultimately the average value 
of dimension is the value of KU index. Applying the above mentioned formula 
for all indicators we have obtained values ranging from zero to 100 (by multiply-
ing the ratio by 100). For the indicators having negative eff ect, these values are 
subtracted from 100, so that the best performers receive the highest and positive 
values. On the other hand, the worst performance receives the lowest values (see 
also Rotberg and Gisselquist, 2009; Ibrahim, 2013).

To check the internal consistency, the weight distribution has been done from 
indicators to sub-dimensions, sub-dimension to dimensions and fi nally from di-
mensions to index. Th e correlation between KU index and dimensions has been 
estimated through Pearson correlation. Th e results of the correlation are shown 
in table-3.

Th e statistics in table-3 show that all the dimensions have positive association 
with index except safety and security. Th e explanation may be that during the last 
three decades there has been heavy infl ow of refugees in Pakistan. Th e afghan mi-
gration increased this infl ow to Pakistan. On the other hand the tourists’ arrival 
has been drastically decreased due to same type of factors. Th e results explain 
positive association between index and rule of law and institutional quality, social 
and environmental governance, economic governance and social development. 
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Table-3
Weight Distribution and Results of Correlation between KU Index and Dimensions 

KU 
Index Dimensions Sub-dimensions Indicators Correla  on between KU 

Index and Dimensions 

G

O

V

E

R

N

A

N

C

E

/  Safety and 
Security

National security

Armed forces

- .

Tourist arrivals
Military expenditures
Refugee population

Public security
Battle deaths
Crimes

/  Rule 
of law and 
Institutional 
Quality

Ratification of legal 
norms

Newspaper and periodicals

.
Trademark applications
Foreign direct investment

Judicial efficiency Supreme court petition

/  Social and 
Environmental 
Governance

Participation in 
general election

Opposition boycott

.

political stability

Human rights

Labor union
Films released
Women participation in 
National ssemble 

Environmental 
governance

CO  emission

/  Economic 
Governance

Wealth formation
GDP per capita, PPP

.

GDP per capita growth

Macroeconomic 
stability and financial 
integrity

Inflation
Foreign reserves
Budget deficit
Trade balance

Facilities for 
commerce and trade

Roads
Electricity
Mobile phones
External debt

/  Social 
Development

Poverty and inequality
Poverty

.

Inequity

Health and sanitation

Life expectancy
Infant mortality
Fertility rate
Immunization of DPT
Immunization of measles
Medical physicians
Sanitation
Nurses

Education

Primary education
Vocational education
Gender disparity in tertiary 
enrollment
Gender disparity in primary 
enrollment
Public spending on 
education
Pupil-teacher ratio
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We have estimated the correlation between sub-dimensions and dimension. 
Th e results are shown in table-4. 
Table-4
Weight Distributions and Correlation Results between Dimensions and Sub-dimensions

Dimensions Sub-dimensions Indicators
Correlation 

between Dimension 
and Sub-dimension

 Safety and 
Security

/  National security

Armed forces 

.Tourist arrivals
Military expenditure
Refugee population 

/  Public security Battle deaths .Crime 
Rule of 
Law and 
Institutional 
Quality

/  Ratification of legal norms
Newspaper and periodicals

.Trademark applications
Foreign direct investment

/  Judicial Efficiency Supreme Court Petition .

Social and 
Environmental 
Governance

/  Participation in elections Opposition Boycott .Political stability

/  Human rights

Labor union 

.Films released
Women participation in National 
Assembly

/  Environmental governance CO  emissions - .

Economic 
Governance

/  Wealth formation GDP per capita, PPP .GDP per capita growth

/  Macroeconomic stability 
and financial integrity

Inflation

- .Foreign reserves
Budget deficit
Trade Balance

/  Facilities for commerce 
and trade

Roads

.Electricity 
Mobile phones 
External debt 

Social 
Development

/ Poverty and inequality Poverty - .Inequality

/  Health and sanitation

Life expectancy

.

Infant mortality 
Fertility 
Immunization of DPT
Immunization of measles
Medical physicians
Sanitation
Nurses

/  Education

Primary education

.

Secondary education
Gender disparity in tertiary 
enrollment
Gender disparity in primary 
enrollment
Public spending on education 
Pupil-teacher ratio
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Table-5
Results of correlation between sub-dimensions and indicators

Dimensions Sub-dimensions Indicators Correla  on between 
indicators and Index

Safety and 
Security

National security

/  Armed forces .
/  Tourist arrivals .
/  Military expenditures - .
/  Refugee population - .

Public security
/  Battle deaths .
/  Crime .

Rule of 
law and 
Institutional 
Quality

Ratification of legal 
norms

/  Newspaper and periodicals .
/  Trademark applications .
/  Foreign direct investment .

Judicial efficiency Supreme Court Petitions .

Social and 
Environmental 
Governance

Participation in 
general elections

/  Opposition Boycott .
/  political stability .

Human rights

/  Labor union - .
/  Films released .
/  Women participation in National 

Assembly .

Environmental 
governance CO  emission - .

Economic 
Governance

Wealth formation
/  GDP per capita, PPP .
/  GDP per capita growth .

Macroeconomic 
stability and financial 
integrity

/  Inflation - .
/  Foreign reserves - .
/  Budget deficit .
/  Trade balance .

Facilities for 
commerce and trade

/  Roads .
/  Electricity .
/  Mobile phones - .
/  External debt - .

Social 
Development

Poverty and 
inequality

/  Poverty .
/  Inequality - .

Health and sanitation

/  Life expectancy .
/  Infant mortality .
/  Fertility rate .
/  Immunization of DPT .
/  Immunization of measles .
/  Medical physicians - .
/  Sanitation .
/  Nurses .

Education

/  Primary education .
/  Vocational education - .
/  Gender disparity in tertiary enrollment .
/  Gender disparity in primary 

enrollment .

/  Public spending on education - .
/  Pupil-teacher ratio - .
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Discussion 
Th e range of the index is 0 to 100. We will discuss here the dimensions and 

KU index.

Safety and Security
Th e dimension of safety and security has two sub-dimensions, i.e. national 

security and public security having weights of 2/3 and 1/3 for national security 
and public security respectively (see alsoRotberg and Gisselquist, 2009; Ibrahim, 
2013). National security is measured by four variables, i.e. armed forces person-
nel, tourist arrivals, military expenditures and refugees’ population. Military ex-
penditures, tourists’ arrival and armed force personnel represent increased safety 
and security. Refugees’ population represents aggravated safety and security and 
ultimately governance. Th e quantitative relationship in the form of correlation 
between dimensions and sub-dimensions shows a high association between na-
tional security and dimensions of safety and security (r = 0.953541).

Public security that is second sub-dimension of safety and security is prox-
ied by two variables, i.e. battle related deaths and crimes reported. Battle related 
deaths has also negative impact on safety and security. Th e increase in crimes 
decreases the pubic security and ultimately the dimension of safety and security. 
Public security (sub-dimension) has shown high association with dimension of 
safety and security (r = 0.958699). Th e trend of safety and security dimension is 
expressed in fi gure-1. 
Figure-1
Trend of Safety and Security Dimension 
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Th e trend line of safety and security is negatively sloped. It explains the phe-
nomenon of terrorism resulting into refugees arrivals along with battle deaths. 
Due to the same phenomenon the tourist arrivals has also been drastically de-
creased. In the last decade of the analysis, the safety and security has remained 
lowest and has shown negative trend. Th e crimes rate also explained the trend. It 
is again related with terrorism and sectarian violence which has remained highest 
in these years. Th e era also represents the eff ect of the 9/11 incidence. 

Rule of Law and Institutional Quality
Rule of law and institutional quality is the second dimension of KU Index. It 

is composed of two sub-dimensions, i.e. ratifi cation of legal norms and judicial 
effi  ciency and four indicators. Equal weights have been given to each indicator 
in a sub-dimension and equal weight to each sub-dimension. Th e association 
between the dimension of rule of law and institutional quality and its sub-di-
mensions, i.e. ratifi cation of legal norms and judicial effi  ciency are r = 0.848050 
and r = 0.476864 respectively. Th e values show high positive association between 
dimension and sub-dimensions.

Figure 2 expresses the situation of rule of law and institutional quality in Paki-
stan from 1980 to 2010.
Figure-2
Trend of Rule of Law and Institutional Quality
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Th e rule of law and institutional quality in Pakistan remained too much fl uc-
tuated during the study period, however the trend is positive.
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Social and Environmental Governance 
Social and environmental governance is the third dimension of KU Index 

with three sub-dimensions and six variables. Th e three sub-dimensions are par-
ticipation in general elections, human rights and environmental governance. Th e 
participation in general elections is measured by dummy variables. If opposi-
tion boycotts in election even by a single party the variable has the value one, 
otherwise zero. Th e second variable included in same sub-dimension is political 
stability. Political stability is measured by dummy variable, i.e. one for democratic 
government, otherwise zero.

Human rights is the second sub-dimension that is measured by three vari-
ables. Th ey are labor unions registered, fi lms released per year and women seats 
in national assembly. 

Environmental governance is third sub-dimension of social and environmen-
tal governance. It is measured by a single indicator that is carbon dioxide (CO2) 
emission. Each sub-dimension is allotted same weightage that is 1/3. In all the 
sub-dimensions equal weights have been given to the indicators.

Th e association between dimension of social and environmental governance 
and sub-dimensions of participation in general elections, human rights and en-
vironmental governance is represented by r = 0.088370, r = 0.994487 and r = 
-0.584880 respectively. Th e trend of the social and environmental governance is 
expressed in fi g-3.
Figure-3
Trend of Social and Environmental Governance 
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Figure-3 shows the situation of social and environmental governance in Paki-
stan from 1980-2010. In the early period of study, i.e. 1980-1984 and the last 
twelve years, i.e. 1998-2010 the situation remained very poor.

Economic Governance 
Economic governance is an important part of overall governance. Economic 

governance is fourth dimension of KU Index. It contains three sub-dimensions 
and ten indicators. Th ree sub-dimensions are wealth creation, macroeconomic 
stability and fi nancial integrity, and facilities for commerce and trade. Each sub-
dimension has equal weight and all the indicators have also equal weights.

Th e association between dimension and sub-dimensions is represented by r = 
0.298542, r = -0.158379 and r = 0.935377 respectively for wealth creation, macro-
economic stability and fi nancial integrity, and facilities for commerce and trade. 
Th e trend of the economic governance in Pakistan is shown in fi g-4. 
Figure-4
Trend of Economic Governance 
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Th e trend of the economic governance is positive. Th e phenomenon is based 
on the fact that Pakistan has a good record of GDP growth rate along with ex-
pansion of roads and particularly mobile phones. Th e capital infl ow has also re-
mained good in most of the years under study.
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Social Development 
Th e social development is the last dimension of KU Index. It has three sub-

dimensions and sixteen indicators. Th ree sub-dimensions are poverty and in-
equality, health and sanitation, and education. Poverty and inequality has two 
indicators, i.e. income inequality and poverty. In education sub-dimension the 
indicators are primary education, vocational education, gender disparity in ter-
tiary enrolment, gender disparity in primary enrolment, public spending on 
education and pupil-teacher ratio. In the health and sanitation, the indicators 
included are life expectancy, infant mortality, fertility, immunization of DPT, im-
munization of measles, medical physicians, sanitation and nurses. Results have 
shown highly positive association between health and sanitation, and education 
(r = 0.993625, r = 0.879224 respectively). Social development has shown negative 
association with poverty and inequality sub-dimension (r = -.407229). Th e trend 
of social development has been shown in fi gure-5.
Figure-5
Trend of Social Development Dimension 
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Th e trend line of social development has positive slope. It is the dimension 
which has shown good progress in the study period. Th e progress is related with 
the trend of dimension of economic governance.
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KU Index of Governance in Pakistan
Th e averages of the dimensions results into KU Index of governance in Paki-

stan for the period 1980-2010.
Table-5
KU Index of Governance in Pakistan

Years KU index for 
governance Pakistan Years KU index for 

governance Pakistan
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Th e trend of the governance has been shown in fi gure-6. 
Figure-6
Trend of KU Index of Governance in Pakistan
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Th e index explains the comparatively good level in 1988, 1992-98 and then 
2002-07. Th ere is a declining trend from 2008 onwards and lowest level of gover-
nance remained in 2010. Th e overall trend of KU index is not encouraging as it 
has very low positive slope and low value ranging from 17 to 23. It explains that 
the situation of governance is not only poor but has not been improved signifi -
cantly in the last thirty years. 

Conclusion 
Governance cannot be measured directly as it is a multidimensional concept. 

Th e aim of this paper was to construct a comprehensive index that would be com-
prised of all the dimensions and more reliable.

Th e index is open for the further research to see its contribution in diff erent 
macroeconomic and socioeconomic variables like urbanization, employment, 
food security, nutrition, child labor and regional disparity. Applying the same 
technique, the governance may be estimated for other developing economies 
particularly for those economies which are at the same level of development. In 
this way a comparison may be done among the economies. 

It is concluded that governance in Pakistan is not in a good shape and it has 
not even improved in a good way. Th e three dimensions of governance, i.e. safety 
and security, rule of law and institutional quality, and social and environmen-
tal governance has contributed negatively to the overall governance. Th ese areas 
need the focus of public sector reforms. Although the dimension of safety and se-
curity has higher index values as compared to the other dimensions but it has de-
clining trend. Furthermore the trend is very sharp. On the other hand economic 
governance and social development have contributed positively, but the values of 
the indices of these dimensions are comparatively lower to the other dimensions.

It may further be concluded that proxies of the governance used by various 
studies represents the partial picture of the governance at the national level. It is 
based on the fact that dimensions included in this study have diff erent levels and 
trends in the study period. 
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